
Lexmark Optra W820

Maintenance Kit Instructions

Fuser Assembly 120 or 220 Volt 12G4184 / 12G4185

Transfer Feed Roller 12G4062

Paper Feed Rollers 12G4031

**Certain parts may have been discontinued by the manufacturer and may no 
longer be included in the OEM Maintenance Kit. Contents based on release of 
the orginal product information. Please contact your sales representative or your 
customer service representative to verify contents.

*** ATTENTION ***
Turn off printer, unplug, and allow it to sit for 30 minutes before performing any of these maintenance procedures.

The following part(s) are included in your OEM Maintenance Kit



Maintenance Kit Replacement Interval: Approximately 300,000 Pages at 5% Coverage

Fuser Removal/Replacement:
1. Open the Left Upper Cover.
2. Open the Front Cover.
3. Pull out the handles that are located on each end 
    of the Fuser Assembly.
4. Loosen the two thumbscrews that secure the Fuser 4. Loosen the two thumbscrews that secure the Fuser 
    Assembly to the printer frame.
5. Pull the Fuser out of the printer.
6. Open the Left Upper Cover.
7. Open the Front Cover
8. Position the Fuser Assembly with J12 on the left end 8. Position the Fuser Assembly with J12 on the left end 
    of the Assembly aligned with P12 mounted on the printer frame.
9. Hold on to the Fuser handles and slide the Fuser Assembly into the printer frame.
10. Firmly push the Fuser Assembly to make sure J12 is mated correctly with P12.
11 Tighten the two thumbscrews to secure the Fuser Assembly to the printer frame.
12. If you are installing a new Fuser Assembly, remove the two Nip Clips from the Fuser.
13. Close the Left Upper Cover and the Front Cover.

1. Open the Left Upper Cover.
2. Face the left side of the printer.
3. Hole the rear BTR lever in your left hand and the front BTR lever in you right hand.3. Hole the rear BTR lever in your left hand and the front BTR lever in you right hand.
4. Rotate both levers away from you to unlock the BTR.
5. With both levers back, lift the BTR out of the Cover Assembly.
6. Hold the new BTR by the end levers.  Attention: When replacing the 
    BTR Assembly with a new one, use gloves. Touching the sponge roll 
    surface of the BTR with your hands affects print quality. 
7. Position the BTR so the BTR gear is to the rear.
8. Press the ends of the BTR into the BTR Sleeves. The BTR will 
    snap into place.
9. Rotate both levers toward to you lock the BTR in place.
10. Close the Left Upper Cover.
11 After installing a new BTR, connect the Operator Panel to the MCU PWB and enter11 After installing a new BTR, connect the Operator Panel to the MCU PWB and enter
    the Confi guration Mode and reset the Maintenance Counter.

Transfer Roller Assembly Removal/Replacement:

Paper Feed Rollers
1. Remove the paper tray from the appropriate feeder.
2. Swing the Chute down so it clears the Rolls.
3. Pull out on the Roll latch and slide the Roll from the shaft.
4. Repeat step 3 for the remaining Rolls.
5. Position the Roll with the latch end facing out, and slide the Roll onto the shaft.
6. Rotate and push the Roll down the shaft until the latch locks the Roll into place.
7. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the remaining Rolls.
8. Reinstall the paper tray.


